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1. When I create a local collection, do I need to make sure that it is cataloged with a 

bibliographic record in ALMA before I can activate it? To clarify, the local electronic 

collection that I created was a "database." 

 

ExL—Adding a local electronic collection type of database has a specific workflow. Please 

review the documentation on Working with Database Tyle Electronic Collections.  

 

 

2. My understanding on whether attached the local collection to a MARC, is depends on 

whether I need to provide a collection level access in Primo VE. If I don't need to provide a 

collection level access, but only the portfolio level, then I don't need to create or attach a 

MARC to the collection. 

 

ExL—You would create a local collection and, in essence, create a brief bib for that local 

collection. 

 

 

3. What happens with Global and local coverage? Do you get 2 coverage statements? 

 

ExL—Global coverage comes from the CZ. Local coverage settings override global coverage. 

 

 

4.  Is it possible to add different POLs to individual portfolios in a set? Portfolio loader does 

not seem to allow that. Order information tends to be done by hand. Maybe I'll 

understand this concept more after Kevin talks about import profiles. We make a 

separate purchase to cover backfiles/archives of individual titles in addition to a current 

subscription to a package. Instead of creating many duplicate collections and portfolios, 

we want one portfolio to have multiple orders and we tend to add additional POL in the 

acquisitions tab. 

 

ExL— If you can you get embedded order data from your vendor, then you could use Import 

Profiles. The New Order import profile will create PO lines and portfolios. We talk about that 

later in today's session. 

 

 

5. I noticed that I have a lot of electronic collections and portfolios in my "Electronic 

Resource Activation Task List" with a status = "Check Access."  Most of them appear to be 

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/Electronic_Resource_Management/030_Working_with_Local_Electronic_Resources/015Managing_Electronic_Resources#Working_with_Database_Type_Electronic_Collections
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"activated" already so I am not sure how they ended up in my ALMA Task List.  Is this part 

of the review and approval process?   

 

ExL—The status of Check Access is a status of the electronic activation task that your library 

may edit and use to manage the workflow that your library goes through when activating 

electronic resources. Marking tasks as Done will remove them from your task list. That is an 

intentional step that you need to take. 

 
 

 
 

6. What is the advantage of linking perpetual titles linking to community zone rather than 

the institutional zone? 
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ExL—Linking to the CZ records means that Ex Libris maintains the records, links, etc., for you.  

When vendors do make changes, they give us the updated information and we update the CZ 

records. There is nothing to do on your end. Records that stored only in the IZ ("local" records) 

are up to you to manage.  

 

 

7. Can you explain KBART? 

 

ExL—KBART is a format standard that is governed by NISO. See the FAQ on NISO’s website.  

 

 

8. What is the best way to create an import profile for bibliographic records that are 

provided by WorldShare Collection Manager (OCLC)?  I need to know how to create 

import profiles that will handle WorldShare Colletion Manager MARC records. 

 

ExL—Check the Community Zone list of Import Profiles. Someone else may have already 

created one. The key is whether you're importing a repository file, a new-order file (with 

embedded order data), or a discovery file (with linking information), and so on, as we discuss 

later in today's session. 

 

 

9. Is there more training on import portfolios eg  webex etc.   

 

ExL—There is some training on import profiles in the Ex Libris Knowledge Center. There is also 

documentation with more details.  

 

 

10. Records come from OCLC could be complicated and greatly depends on the purpose of 

your collection, e.g. subscription, title by title purchase or DDA.  

 

ExL—You create an import profile for each scenario. Alma was designed to manage all the 

scenarios you mention, including DDA.  

 

 

11. How do you get an new order profile to map the fund from the record and close the 

order.  Adding the correct field and subfield don't add the fund.  Including the default 

fund and mapping adds that fund but not what is on the record. 

 

https://www.niso.org/standards-committees/kbart/kbart-frequently-asked-questions
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Special:Search?path=Alma%2FTraining&product=Alma&query=%22import+profile%22&type=wiki
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/040Resource_Management/060Record_Import/020Managing_Import_Profiles
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ExL—The fund must already be created in the Acquisitions system. Then check the Fund 

Distribution Field on the Mapping tab in the New Order Import Profiles. 

 

 

12. In an import profile, what fields does the mapping tab scan for the source value? 

 

ExL—You choose the fields on the other tabs, such as PO Line Information and Inventory 

Information. 

 

13. Can you map more than one fund per new order import profile or do you need a separate 

import profile for each one 

 

ExL—Yes, you can map more than one fund in an import profile. You tell the import profile in 

which field (of the imported file) to find the fund codes, and then on the mapping tab you tell 

the profile what fund to assign to each of the fund codes it will find in the imported file. 

 

 

14. Is there a timeline for when the option to update the "public access model" field will be 

added to the "change the electronic portfolio" job? 

 

ExL—We are not familiar with the development plan for that option. Check to see if this has 

been suggested on the Ex Libris Idea Exchange. If it's not in there yet, submit it as an idea. 

 

 

15. Do you need to add proxy to portfolios if proxy has been added to collection and service 

editor? 

 

ExL—If the proxy has been set at the Service level, then there is no need to add it in the 

portfolio. But changes made at the portfolio level will override those at the Service level. 

 

 

16. If you needed to make these changes to a group of portfolios, would you not make the 

changes at the collection level?  

 

ExL—Yes, making changes to (for example) the proxy at the Collection's service level will 

cascade down to all portfolios in that collection, and that's generally best. Kevin was just 

demonstrating the available tools for a situation where some portfolios in a collection (placed 

into a "set") get their own proxy. Sometimes you may make a change somewhere else in Alma.  

https://ideas.exlibrisgroup.com/
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17. We're looking at how to make the same change to a number of records. Is it possible to 

make different changes to portfolios / collections as a bulk process (similar to the way you 

can update MARC field data using an import profile)? 

Use case: I need to update public notes for a large number of Electronic Collections (in this 

case they are Databases). The notes are all different, so the 'E-collection Quick Update' 

cloud app will not work.  

 

ExL—In the scenario you describe, the notes that you wish to put in place are different, so the 

bulk change options will not work. It may be possible to download the portfolio list to an Excel 

file, add the Notes to each applicable row (portfolio), and then upload it? As we mentioned, try 

this in your Sandbox first! 

 

 

18. Can you have multiple services associated with an electronic collection? I work at a 

university that has two separate libraries sharing Alma, and I'm wondering what our 

options are when we both have electronic resources (individual ebooks) associated with 

one CZ collection. Each needs to manage their own resources. 

 

ExL—Yes. You can add more than one service to an electronic collection. However, the way you 

distinguish between the services may require setting up "campuses" for the different libraries 

(based on IP address). We suggest you contact the Ex Libris Support Team for assistance. 

 

 

19. What's the difference between the terms "active" and "available" in Alma-speak? 

 

ExL – Active = Alma  and Alma tells Discovery that it's active in your library. Available = the 

availability flag in discovery.  What shows to your searchers. Unfortunately, the Alma interface 

sometimes interchanges the terms.  

 

 

20. When selecting portfolios on more than one page. Does it remember check boxes page to 

page, or do you have to do you have to click activate each page? 

 

ExL – No, it doesn't remember your check boxes on previous pages. You have to Activate the 

selected items on that page before going to another page. 
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21. Could you elaborate on the impact of the coverage dates settings (local/global), e.g. in 

terms of what articles from a journal are presented as available when searching Discovery  

 

ExL—Alma communicates coverage to the CDI (and thus to Discovery) when activating a 

collection and associated portfolios. Searching in Discovery brings back an article. Discovery 

asks Alma how to access the article. The link is generated at that time and presented to the 

searcher.  

 

 

22. If I get this right, I can just add a record for something missing from an e-collection 

(including the CZ version), and it will just add without having to match?  

 

ExL—Have you experienced this? CZ updates will happen automatically. If this is an aggregator 

package and you told Alma to update portfolios for you, then you won't need to do anything. 

 

 

23. How can we see which titles are not activated in collections that contain more than 

10,000 portfolios in the IZ and CZ?  

 

ExL—Alma has an export feature that pushes the data to Excel. Once you're in Excel you can 

analyze the data to find what you need.  

 

 

24. If you load file of portfolios, how do you also get bibs for each of those portfolios? 

 

ExL – The portfolio loader only works to add portfolios. It is best used for collections that have 

those portfolios in the CZ, where you're just telling Alma which of those portfolios you 

subscribe to. Alma will try to match to bib records in the CZ (and sometimes IZ), based on the 

collection. To import bibs for situations where you won't get the bibs from the CZ, you'll need 

to use an import file from the vendor (or some other supplier of bib records), or your 

cataloguers will need to create the bibs in your IZ. 

 

 

25. The problem I've had from this template is entering the dates.  In my entitlement reports 

from vendors, the coverage date is in one column and having to separate out the month, 

day and year is problematic when dealing with a large set.  Has anyone else had this 

problem? 
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ExL—We recommend asking this question on Alma-L (the Alma list-serv), because you're asking 

for other Alma users' experiences.  

 

 

26. In the Portfolio Loader, if you have fields other than ISSN/ISBN in your Excel file (e.g., 

Title), will the Excel data override the CZ data when the portfolio is activated?  

 

ExL—The portfolio loader will not override the CZ data. The CZ wins.  

 

 

27. Are we able to upload PO Line data now?  In the past, the extended export would list the 

PO Line field but I was unable to change the field during an incremental change upload  

 

ExL—Yes, Import Profiles can bring in bibs with Embedded Order Data to load/create PO lines in 

Alma.  

 

 

28. We subscribe, through a vendor, to several serials in print that come with electronic 

access. We've been searching these titles in the CZ and trying to find a match to activate 

them, sometimes hard since there can be so very many variations from different services 

and with different coverage. Should we be treating these as local portfolios instead of 

trying to pull something in for them from the CZ?   

 

ExL—If you are unable to find the correct portfolio in the CZ, then get the information directly 

from the vendor and add them as local portfolios.  

 

 

29. What is the 'originating system' in a nutshell? I can't seem to find a definition. 

 

ExL—Originating system in an import profile is the source of the records. There is a drop down 

menu of options. There is an option for Other if you do not see a matching source.  
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30. Do the column headers need to be in a specific left to right order, or , for that matter, a 

specific column (A, B, C, DD, EE, etc.)? 

 

ExL—We recommend keeping the existing order of the columns. The header is important, but 

you can remove any columns that you don’t need. If you re-order the columns, test the import 

in your sandbox before using it in your production environment. It may not be an issue, but test 

it to make sure.  

 

 

31. Is it possible to use the import profile to bring in local Bib records and have them match 

(and activate) CZ portfolios in a specific CZ collection (but NOT use the CZ bib records)? 

 

ExL—The workflow would be to first create standalone portfolios using a Repository or New 

Order Import Profile. Then link the standalone portfolios to a collection in the CZ.  

 

 

32. What if there is a mismatch between IZ and CZ numbers and we don't have an Excel file of 

the list, since we are subscribed or purchased the entire collection? How can we see 

which portfolios are missing from the IZ that exists in the CZ?  

 

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Knowledge_Articles/How_to_link_a_set_of_portfolios_to_a_community_zone_collection
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ExL—When you activate an aggregator package from the CZ then the collection and all 

portfolios are activated in your IZ. While working through the activation wizard of an electronic 

collection, there is an option automatically activate new portfolios. I would recommend 

checking that box for any aggregator packages. 

 

 
You can use the export feature in Alma to create Excel files for comparison.  

 
If there is an issue with CZ data and/or completeness of a CZ collection, please open a case with 

Support.  

 

 

33.  As mentioned, the Portfolio Loader template has many columns. Can you delete unused 

ones before loading a spreadsheet, or are they all required to be present?  
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ExL—Yes, you can remove any columns from the Portfolio Loader Excel file that you do not 

need.  

 

 

34. If we delete an electronic collection, the historical usage will disappear from Alma 

Analytics. Is that accurate? 

 

ExL—Partially accurate. Some usage data (for example, from COUNTER reports from the 

vendor) are attached to the vendor. As we'll learn in the upcoming session on usage statistics, 

there are some Analytics reports that use COUNTER data only and don't try to match that with 

what resources are currently in your institution zone. That usage data probably will remain 

accessible. However, usage data stored in Alma's link resolver, and usage reports in Analytics 

that match up IZ resources to usage data, will no longer report usage for resources that have 

been deleted. 

 

 

35. How long between deactivating a collection and its disappearance from discovery?  

 

ExL—Portfolios are removed from discovery as soon as the electronic collection is deactivated. 

In certain circumstances, it is possible there will be a delay of 24 to 48 hours before CDI-level 

citations (articles, book chapters, etc.) no longer show up in discovery.  

 

 

36. Is there any value in deactivation before deleting? 

  

ExL—No, If you’re deleting then there is no need to deactivate. Some customers deactivate and 

intentionally keep the information in Alma, so they choose to deactivate instead.  

 

 

37. Could you review the incremental load process?  I'm looking for use-cases why you would 

chose incremental versus complete. 

 

ExL— "Incremental" loads a file that includes only the incremental changes to the portfolio list 

of a specific electronic collection. With this option, you can load only the portfolios that have 

been updated since the last load. 

 

When you choose Incremental, the page refreshes to display the following incremental options: 

Add New – This option adds new portfolios to existing collections in the following cases: 
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• When the electronic collections are linked to the Community Zone and Add New is 

selected, this operation attempts to match titles in the Excel or KBART file with 

portfolios of the same collection in the Community Zone, and if found, activates the 

relevant portfolios. If no match is found, local portfolios are created. 

• When the electronic collection is local and Add New is selected, the portfolio loader 

adds the titles in the Excel or KBART file as local portfolios. 

Update – This option updates the details of all electronic collection portfolios that are listed in 

the file. 

Delete – When this option is selected, any portfolios that are in the Excel or KBART file that 

match the portfolios in the electronic collection are deleted from the repository. 

 

 


